Figure 1: Community Green Space Priorities- Source: Rowan University and NJ Department of Information Technology
Figure 2: ENTRY POINTS, WOODROW WILSON MEMORIAL PARK; Submission deficiency, missing required legal signage for public hearing
Figure 3: ENTRY POINTS TO WOODROW WILSON MEMORIAL PARK NEAR PLAYGROUND: Submission deficiency, no required legal signage announcing public hearing
Figure 4: ENTRY NEAR FISHING DOC WOODROW WILSON MEMORIAL PARKK- Submission deficiency, no required legal signage announcing public hearing
Figure 5: Paley Park in NYC- Designed by Zion & Breen Landscape Architects- at a small 0.09 acres (4,300 sq. ft) but a green gem & oasis in the dense City. Small but NOT minor.
Figure 6: Various Alternatives for future use without encroaching on parkland

- **Alternate #1:** Remove unnecessary dome; Reinforce existing structure (if necessary; 200 ft x 200 ft 2 story building envelope)
- **Alternate #2:** 110 x 150+ Building area; No encroachment on park
- **Alternate #3:** Above & Underground Parking
- **Alternate #4:** Most effective & efficient; construct tunnel from Ex. Highshool to Existing Bd Of Ed facility
Figure 7: Realistic view of impact of park encroachment and mature tree removal
Figure 8: Realistic Massing image of proposed development, park encroachment and mature tree removal